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Abstract
Some monotonicity results for the function f()x()n;k , where x
()
n;k is the kth zero of generalized Laguerre
polynomial L()n (x) and f() is a suitable function of , are derived by means of the classical method of Stiltjes.
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1. Introduction
For k =1; 2; : : : ; n and ¿− 1 we denote by x()n;k ¿ 0 the kth zero, in increasing order of the nth
generalized Laguerre polynomial L()n (x).
The behaviour of x()n;k with respect to  has been investigated by several authors. In particular,
Calogero [3] established the following asymptotic formula:
x()n;k = +
√
2hn;k +
1
3
(1 + 2n+ 2h2n;k) + O
(
1√

)
(1.1)
for  → ∞, where hn;k , k = 1; 2; : : : ; n denotes the kth zero, in increasing order, of the Hermite
polynomial Hn(x) of degree n. Other properties of the zeros of classical orthogonal polynomials,
such as algebraic equations satis=ed by the zeros, have been extensively investigated. We refer to
the papers [1,4,6,7], for details and further references.
These results followed the other ones of the same kind mainly obtained as a spin-oC of the
study of certain integrable many-body problems, since the motion of the zeros of a classical
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orthogonal polynomial corresponds to the motion of the particles of the one-dimensional n-body
problem characterized by a particular Hamiltonian [5].
In view of their relevance in several physical contexts, the investigation of the behaviour of the
zeros of the classical orthogonal polynomials as functions of a parameter, say nk(), 16 k6 n
and the problem of =nding a positive and diCerentiable function (even the best if this is possible)
f(), which forces the products f()nk(), 16 k6 n to increase or decrease is very important. The
above problem for the positive zeros xnk(), n¿ 2, 16 k6 [n=2] of the ultraspherical (Gegenbauer)
polynomials C()n (x) was discussed in [2,8,11,13,16]. Elbert and Siafarikas [11] proved that [ +
(2n2+1)=(4n+2)]1=2xnk(), k=1; 2; : : : ; [n=2] are increasing functions of  for ¿− 12 , which was a
conjecture of Laforgia [17] and Ismail et al. [15,14]. Recently, the sharpness of the result of Elbert
and Siafarikas was established in [9].
In this paper, we continue, the investigation of the properties of the zeros of Laguerre polynomials
L()n (x) and the monotonicity properties of fn()x
()
n;k , where fn() is a suitable function of  and
n. It is well known that, for any positive integer n and for any k = 1; 2; : : : ; n, the function x()n;k
increases, as  increases in the interval (−1;∞) (see [19, pp. 121, 122]). On the other hand, Ifantis
and Siafarikas proved in [12] that the function x()n;n=( + 1) decreases as  increases. This result
enables us, by means of (1.1), to write the following lower bound
x()n;n ¿+ 1; ∀∈ (−1;+∞);
which is of course independent of n.
By using the classical method of Stiltjes [18] (see [19, Section 6.22, pp. 122, 123]) we prove the
following more informative results:
Theorem 1. For any positive integer n and for any k = 1; 2; : : : ; n, the function x()n;k =
√
+ 2n+ 1
increases, as  increases in the interval (−1;+∞).
Remark. From this theorem, we obtain the classical result that the zeros x()n;k increase as  increases
in (−1;+∞).
Theorem 2. For any positive integer n, for 2¡p¡ 2n+1 and for any k =1; 2; : : : ; n, the function
x()n;k =
p decreases, as  increases in the interval (2(2n+ 1− p)=(p− 2);+∞).
Theorem 3. For any positive integer n¿ 4 and for any k=1; 2; : : : ; n, the function x()n;k =
2 decreases,
as  increases in the interval (˜;+∞), where ˜ = ((2n + 1 +√(2n+ 1)2 − 8|1|3)=(4|1|))3, with
1 = 2−1=3a1 and a1 is the 7rst negative zero of the Airy function Ai(x).
2. Proof of Theorem 1
Let be y = L()n (x), so that we have
xy′′ + (+ 1− x)y′ + ny = 0:
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Substituting in the diCerential equation x = x()n;k , for a =xed k, we obtain
x()n;ky
′′(x()n;k) + (+ 1− x()n;k)y′(x()n;k) = 0
and then
y′′(x()n;k)
2y′(x()n;k)
+
(+ 1− x()n;k)
2x()n;k
= 0: (2.1)
Since
y′′(x()n;k)
2y′(x()n;k)
=
(k)∑
j=1;:::; n
1
x()n;k − x()n; j
;
where the symbol
∑(k)
j=1; :::; n means that j assumes all values 1; : : : ; k − 1; k + 1; : : : ; n, from (2.1) we
have
(k)∑
j=1;:::; n
1
x()n;k − x()n; j
+
(+ 1− x()n;k)
2x()n;k
= 0: (2.2)
If we put t()n;k = x
()
n;k =
√
+ 2n+ 1, substituting in (2.2) we obtain
(k)∑
j=1;:::; n
1
t()n;k − t()n; j
+
(+ 1−√+ 2n+ 1t()n;k)
2t()n;k
= 0:
DiCerentiation of this equation with respect to  yields
−
(k)∑
j=1;:::; n
dt()n;k =d− dt()n; j =d
(t()n;k − t()n; j )2
− (+ 1)
2(t()n;k)2
dt()n;k
d
+
1− t()n;k =(2
√
+ 2n+ 1)
2t()n;k
= 0:
For k=1; 2; : : : ; n we obtain a system Ax=b of n linear equations for n unknowns dt()n;k =d, where
A is the symmetric matrix whose entries are
ah;k = ak;h =− 1
(t()n;k − t()n;h)2
for h 	= k
and
ak;k =
(k)∑
j=1;:::; n
1
(t()n;k − t()n; j )2
+
+ 1
2t()
2
n;k
:
Moreover, A is a positive de=nite matrix, since for any vector u 	= 0 it is
n∑
h=1
n∑
k=1
ah;kuhuk =
1
2
(h=k)∑
h;k=1;:::; n
(
uh − uk
t()n;h − t()n;k
)2
+
n∑
k=1
+ 1
2t()
2
n;k
u2k ¿ 0:
Then, since ah;k ¡ 0 for h 	= k, by using a theorem (e.g. [19, p. 123]) we have that the inverse
matrix A−1 has only positive coeKcients.
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Now we study the sign of the entries of the vector b=(b1; : : : ; bn). For any k=1; 2; : : : ; n we have
bk =
1− (x()n;k =[2(+ 2n+ 1)])
2t()n;k
=
2(+ 2n+ 1)− x()n;k
4(+ 2n+ 1)t()n;k
:
Then we use the following upper bound for the largest zero (see [19, Section 6.32])
x()n;n ¡ 2(+ 2n+ 1)
{
1− |1|
[2(+ 2n+ 1)]2=3
}2
;
where 1 = 2−1=3a1 is the same as given in Theorem 3. We recall that a1 
 −2:33810741.
Finally, for any k = 1; 2; : : : ; n we have
2(+ 2n+ 1)− x()n;k¿ 2(+ 2n+ 1)− x()n;n
¿ 2(+ 2n+ 1)− 2(+ 2n+ 1)
{
1− |1|
[2(+ 2n+ 1)]2=3
}2
= 2(+ 2n+ 1)− {[2(+ 2n+ 1)]
2=3 − |1|}2
[2(+ 2n+ 1)]1=3
=
2|1|[2(+ 2n+ 1)]2=3 − 21
[2(+ 2n+ 1)]1=3
¿ 0;
which is positive, since 2|1| 
 3:7115 and |1|2 
 3:4438. Hence all bk ¿ 0, and therefore A−1b
has only positive entries.
3. Proof of Theorem 2
In a similar way we obtain, using now t()n;k = x
()
n;k =
p, a linear system Ax= b where the matrix A
is the same as in the proof of Theorem 1, while the bk’s assume the following form
bk =
1− pp−1x()n;k =p
2t()n;k
=
− px()n;k
2t()n;k
:
The zeros x()n;k satisfy the following lower bound (see [19, p. 128, formula (6.31.11)])
x()n;k ¿
j2;k
2(+ 2n+ 1)
;
where j;k is the kth zero, in increasing order, of the Bessel function of =rst kind of order ,
J(z) =
∞∑
n=0
(−1)n(z=2)2n+
n!(+ n+ 1)
:
In particular, the =rst zero j;1 satis=es the Schafheitlin inequalities (see [20, p. 485]) if ¿ 0√
(+ 2)¡j;1¡
√
4
3 (+ 1)(+ 5):
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Then the numerator of bk (k = 1; 2; : : : ; n) satis=es the following upper bound:
− px()n;k6 − px()n;1¡− p
j2;1
2(+ 2n+ 1)
¡
−(p− 2) + 2(2n+ 1− p)
2(+ 2n+ 1)
;
and so we have, for ¿ 0, bk ¡ 0 provided p¿ 2 and ¿ 2(2n + 1 − p)=(p − 2). Therefore, in
order to keep ¿ 0, one needs 2¡p¡ 2n+ 1.
4. Proof of Theorem 3
By means of the asymptotic formula for the zero j;1, we obtain the following lower bound (see
[10]):
j;1¿+ |1|1=3; ¿ 0:
Then, in an analogue way of proof of Theorem 2, now with p=2, the numerator of bk (k=1; 2; : : : ; n)
satis=es the following upper bound:
− 2xn;k6 − 2x()n;1¡−
j2;1
+ 2n+ 1
¡
(+ 2n+ 1)− (+ |1|1=3)2
+ 2n+ 1
:
Thus we have
− 2xn;k ¡ 
2=3(12=3 + 21=3 + 3)
+ 2n+ 1
; (4.1)
where 1 =−2|1|, 2 = 2n+ 1 and 3 =−|1|2.
By putting = 1=3, we obtain that the right-hand side of (4.1) is negative when ¿ ˜ with
˜=
2n+ 1 +
√
(2n+ 1)2 − 8|1|3
4|1| :
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